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1. How to log in?
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2. How to select the instrument for trading?

How to select option and pair trade?
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Intraday analysis for Equity, future and commodity: 9
exclusive studies are done by the tool for the analysis and the
result is shown in graphical presentation to know the summary
of the study.
3. Understand intraday using volatility? This is a very
important study for intraday trade. In this study the most
concurrent volatility is estimated using the previous closing data
and current days pricing behaviour. Using this volatility expected
price range calculated and with the help of Fibonacci, Gann and
Elliot principle the trend points calculated.

In the above example of Icici bank the reference price of the
current day taken as 284.45. Based on the current volatility in the
instrument. It recommends buying the stock at 286.33 with stop
loss of 282.92 for target 288.65 to 300.34 in the 1st cycle.
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Golden Rules:
a. The calculation done for an instrument is valid for one hour
from the time of calculation.
b. During this one hour if the 1st target achieved or the stop
loss got hit then the same calculation will be valid for the
day.
c. If neither the 1st target not the stop loss triggers post one
hour of the entry then trader advised to load the data gain
and do the calculation again for fresh target.
d. For the buy entry the sell entry will be the stop loss in this
method.
e. Sometime due to the high volatile situation the risk to
reward i.e. difference between the buy entry and stop loss
or difference between sell entry and stop loss as compared
to the targets will be higher. In this situation the trader
advised to hedge the position with the help of options.
4. How to do intraday using Fibonacci? In this tool we have
given three Fibonacci studies for the traders. Fibonacci
retracement study which uses the Fibonacci ratios dynamically
with the help of volatility is given.
What difference we have brought in to the Fibonacci study?
In this retracement study we have not derived the price range
required for the retracement from the high and low difference.
We have derived the price range from the volatility. We have not
used the major low or high to draw the upward retracement and
downward retracement lines.
We have used volatility which is the real time estimation of price
expectation for the price range derivation. We have used the
single price point reference that is day’s open or current price or
midpoint of high and low to calculate the retracements.
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How to trade based on the below mentioned output data?

Based on the above output and above discussed concept the
tool advice to buy ICICI above 288 with stop loss 283 for target
302. Upon hitting the stop loss one need to reverse the trade for
best benefit. However in some situation the process of hitting the
stop loss may happen in both the trades. For best practice if
trade hit the stop loss and you enter the opposite leg trade and
better to protect it with some option.
Example: In the above example if I am buying the icici at 288
and my stop loss hits at 283 then I will reverse my trade i.e. I will
exit my buy trade with loss and enter afresh short at 283 same
time it will be better if I will sell 270 put or buy 290 call to protect
my fresh short trade. This trade practice you can follow
irrespective of the different studies.
5. How to use Fibonacci parallel projection: This study focus
more on the short term Fibonacci trend. While using the
Fibonacci retracement for the short term analysis a group of
analysts believe that the Fibonacci ratio starting from 0.236 to
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0.618 is more stable and accurate as compared to the ratios from
0.786 to 1.618.
In our approach we did a small change in this approach. We have
used the ratio from 0.236 to 0.618 recursively based on the daily
volatility parameter. This experiment of ours proved very much
rewarding for intraday and positional trade in low to medium
volatility condition.
What is a low, medium and high volatility condition? If the
annual volatility derived by taking the past 10 days last trading
price of any stock signals less than20%, we conclude the stock
is in low volatile territory. More than 20% but less than 35% is
known as the medium volatile territory. Greater than 35% is
known as the high volatile territory.
Below example explains the Fibonacci parallel projection
calculation.

Above example of Icici bank explains with the reference price of
284.45 the stock need to be bought if the price crosses 287.88
(round to 288) with stop loss of 283.07 (round to 283) for target
297.95 and vice versa.
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6. How to use 1SD trend analysis: we have used the Fibonacci
retracement ratio along with the Fibonacci cluster technique and
1SD formula to identify the trend.
Definition of Fibonacci cluster: If multiple retracement lines
are drawn from closely related multiple lows or highs. Then we
will find a common price point which is present in most of the
retracement lines. The common price point which is identified
and present in most of the retracement lines are known as the
cluster.
We have used the advanced statistical simulation to identify the
cluster. In uptrend the clusters are known as the most important
resistance and in down trend the clusters are known as the most
important supports.
Below example explains our cluster calculation

In the above example the price reference of Nifty future is taken
as 7975.95 shall be followed as explained below. Based on this
the 1st cycle grow cluster is 7976.16. This can be interpreted as
if the 7944.89 uptrend cross over happens successfully then
strongest resistance will be 7976.16 as per Fibonacci study. Post
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which important resistances are 8059.11 (i.e. 2nd cycle growth
cluster). Similar way if the price falls to 7913.21 and below it will
find strongest support at decay cluster 7881.94. If this support is
broken next support will be decay cluster of second cycle which
is 7798.99.
How to make trade entry? You need to look in to the specific
summery section of the page to know ‘what trade action need to
be taken’. As per the above example buying of the nifty is
advisable above 7945 with stop loss 7913 for target 8012.
However the maximum resistance it will find at the cluster which
is 7976.
What is the best time to operate the tool? You can generate
the levels 10 min after the market open and follow the levels for
the day. No need to take recalculation.

7. Camarilla study:
C = Previous day close H = Previous day high L = Previous day
low
H4 = [0.55*(H-L)] + C , H3 = [0.275*(H-L)] + C, H2 = [0.183*(HL)] + C, H1 = [0.0916*(H-L)] + C
L1 = C – [0.0916*(H-L)], L2 = C – [0.183*(H-L)], L3 = C –
[0.275*(H-L)], L4 = C – [0.55*(H-L)]

How to use Camarilla equation in Trading?
Case 1: Open price is between H3 and L3
Buy when the price move back above L3 after going below L3.
Target will be H1, H2, H3 levels. Stop loss can be placed at L4
level
Wait for the price to go above H3 and then when it move back
below H3 again sell or go short. Target will be L1,L2 L3 levels
and stop loss above H4
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Case 2: Open price is between H3 and H4
Buy when the price move back above H3 again after going below
H3. Target will be 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% . Stop loss can be placed
at H3. Wait for the price to go above L3 and then when it move
back below L3 again sell or go short. Target will be L1,L2 L3
levels and stop loss above H4. Target L1, L2 and L3
Case 3: Open price is between L3 and L4
Wait for the price to go above L3 and then when it moves back
above L3 again go long. Target will be H1,H2 H3 levels and stop
loss below L4. Wait for the price to go below L4 and then when
it moves below L4 go short. Stop loss above L3. Target 0.5%,
1% and 1.5%
Case 4: Open price is above H4
Buying can be risky at this level. Wait for the price to go below
H3. As soon as the price moves below H3 go short. Stop loss
above (H4+H3)/2. Target L1, L2 and L3
Case 5: Open price is below L4 Selling could be risky at this
level as price has opened with big gap down. Wait for the price
to go above L3. When the price moves above L3 buy with stop
loss of (L4+L3)/2. Target H1, H2 and H3
What difference we have brought into the camarilla study?
Without changing the vary formula and above discussed
camarilla trading rule we have just introduced the cycle theory
into it. In this process we have taken few important calculated
camarilla price point of the previous cycle to project the next
cycle camarilla price points.
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Below is our camarilla calculation

Refer the above section how to use camarilla level for trading to
use the calculation for your trading benefit.
8.How to use Pivot point study? : Below given is the
calculation procedure of pivot point .
R3 = H + 2(Pivot - L
R2 = Pivot + (H - L)
R1 = (2 x Pivot) - L
Pivot = (H + L + C) / 3
S1 = (2 x Pivot) - H
S2 = Pivot - (H - L )
S3 = L - 2(H - Pivot)
R3, R2, R1 are the resistances. S3, S2, S1 are the supports, C
= Previous day close H = Previous day high L = Previous day
low
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Price crossover of the pivot point decide the uptrend and down
trend. If current price is = pivot+ 0.236 *(R1-pivot) it signals buy
and vice versa.
Below given our pivot analysis

What difference we have brought into the pivot point
calculation? Without diluting the pivot point formula for
calculation of resistance and support we have calculated the
resistances and supports from the available data. Then taking
the reference of the 1st cycle calculated data we have calculated
the 2nd cycle and 3rd cycle data.
For trade entry the pivot point rule is strictly followed with
reference price. We advise to refer the pivot point summery
section to derive the trade outcome.
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9. How to use advanced Elliot analysis? Below given the
output of the Elliot wave study of our tool.

More about the Elliot wave study you can find out from Mr
Ranjan’s free e-book on Elliot wave
As per the Elliot wave study the decision to buy or sell is being
taken at wave three construction phase in impulsive cycle and
wave B termination phase in the corrective cycle. However we
have added few new things to the Elliot wave study.
We have added the volatility component to the Elliot study. We
have also considered the opening gap or current price as a
reference to calculate the waves. Based on this rule at any point
of time just looking at the Elliot summery section you can identify
whether to buy or sell at that particular time.
10.How to use GAV analysis?
In this study we have used
the Gann angle 11 trend line with the volatile to estimate the
trend breakout points. More about the theoretical understanding
of the method you can find from the following link
http://www.smartfinancein.com/GAV-technique.pdf
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Below is the output you will get for the GAV analysis.

The Gav summery explains the presence of reference price
and the trend advice to enter the trade.
11.How to read 9 analysis summery?
We have also given a graphical summary window to conclude all
the analysis .The summery window is as given below.
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From summary window if majority of the studies recommend you
to buy then your probability of success in long trade increases.
Hence you may follow any of the individual studies to enter the
long trade. In the above screen example the majority of the
studies are neutral. Hence in this case no clear trend signal is
visible. In this case I will not enter the trade.
12. How to do positional trade using the Smart IT?: In order
to use the tool for positional trade you need to select the
positional option in the tool and enter the number of days you
wish to hold the trade. In this tool minimum 3 days and maximum
20 days you can put. These days are the calendar days not the
trading days. Hence put the realistic days for getting more
accurate calculation.
If one need to hold the trade more than 7 trading days then one
need to enter the trade buy or sell at the current market price and
use the buy entry and sell entry as their targets and stop loss.
For trade less than 7 days one need to enter the trade as per the
summery window of volatility or Elliot impulsive.
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Below given is the example of Icici bank reference price at the
time of calculation was 278.55. We need to hold the trade for 20
calendar days. In this case if I wish to trade then I will buy
Icicibank at current price with stop loss 268 for the target 297.30.
As a seller I can sell at current price with stop loss 297 for target
207.
Hence the key question is whether to buy or sell? Using the
Fibonacci we may find a solution.
For the below explained example difference between 297.3(buy
entry) to 278.55(reference price for calculation) =18.75 X 0.236
=4.425.
278.55+4.425=282.97 any cross over above 283 I will buy same
way any fall below 278.55-4.425=274.125 I will sell.
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We have added 3 option trade tools in Smart IT software.
a. Intraday option trade tool : The aim of this tool is to help
you in the intraday trade
b. Positional option trade tool: This tool is aimed to help in
positional trade.
c. Option arbitrage tool: This tool is aimed to find out the
arbitrage opportunity in the option price and help you in
initiating the arbitrage trade.
13. How to do option Intraday using the tool? while doing the
intraday option trade we need to find the answer to the below
given questions.
a. Whether to trade in call option or put option?
b. Which strike call or put one should enter?
c. What is the entry level for call and put option?
d. What is the stop losses and target?
Option is not a direct instrument it derives its value from the
underlying asset which is future in our case.
Below given is the example of nifty wherein I am going to
initiate an intraday trade.
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In the above example I have taken the reading of nifty future
of September 2015 expiry. I have loaded the data and
pressed the calculate button. This analysis said nifty
currently at annual volatility of 43.49% with the reference
price of 8001. The uptrend is going to start if nifty crosses
over 8047 and the down trend will start if nifty falls below
7955.
If I will approach near to 8047 then I may choose to buy
8050 ce for intraday trade or sell 8050 pe for intraday trade.
If nifty approach near 7955 then either I can buy 7950 pe or
sell 7900 ce for intraday.
Assume nifty goes to 8035 then it is close near to 8047
then I will decide to buy 8050 ce.
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In the above analysis after deciding on the strike 8050 ce with
the anticipation that nifty which is currently at 8035 will resume
the uptrend above 8047. I will plan to buy 8050 ce at 189.30 for
target 203-217-230 etc. The stop loss for the trade will be 141.
Similar analysis you can do for put option sell in uptrend or put
option buy in down trend.
The tool also give the Greek macro information for the trader to
take benefit from the option hedge.
14. How to do option positional trade using smart it ?
Positional option trade: In positional option trade analysis the
decision of choosing a correct strike and type of the option is
taken as discussed above. The minimum number of days you
need to hold the option position is 3 days and maximum 10days.
It is better to take the cognisance of the option positional trade
within 10 days. Most of the positional buy trade results loss if it
is held for long duration of time.
While entering the trade as per our tool? You need to take the
trade at current price or between the current price and entry
level. Then you need to keep the stop loss at the opposite side
entry level.
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In the above example I have chosen the 8050ce for
positional trade when the nifty reference price was 8001. I
may buy this call option at current price or any price
between 164 to 239 with stop loss 85 for the target of 239306 and 357. These targets we will achieve when the nifty
future will move to the level of 8151-8244-8310 levels.
Similar view you can draw while selling the options.
15. How to do option arbitrage trade using smart it?
Option arbitrage: In this method we calculate the average
iv of the nearest call options and average iv of the nearest
put options separately. Based on this average IV and
constant underlying asset price we calculate the premium
of the 6 different strike nearest options. Out of these 6
strikes few will be in the money and few will be out of
money. Post calculation of the premium we find the
difference between the tradable premium and the premium
calculated using the average IV. This difference is known
as the arbitrage value.
Arbitrage value created in the starting part of the trading day
mostly get adjusted by 60 to 70% at the end of the day. The
trader use to buy the options having the –ve arbitrage value
(i.e. option trading lesser than its fair value) and sell the
option having +ve arbitrage value (i.e. option trading more
than its fair value).
Since arbitrage trade offers less reward then the normal
trade it is always advisable to enter the arbitrage trade as a
bull spread or bear spread and close the trade at the trend
reversal point if the trade goes against you.
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Below given the arbitrage analysis of smart it software

How to understand the above output? Above example
says when nifty future at 7921 the 7800 ce which is trading
at 271.5 having a fair value of 283.22. Hence it has a unlock
value of Rs 11.72. you can also say this strike option is
undervalued by Rs11.72.
What is the possible reason for above arbitrage value
in call option?
1. In falling market the put used to be having higher demand
and higher IV.
2. May be traders are not confident about the up move
hence not buying the call option.
How to initiate an arbitrage trade? In the above table I
found that the 8050 call have the highest arbitrage value
and the 7950 having the lowest arbitrage value. I may think
of buying the 8050 ce and sell 7950 ce. I will aim for the
profit of 14.85-9.56= Rs 5.29 by the end of day. I will book
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the loss and come out of the trade if the underlying cross
the 8050.
Same way in put side 8050 pe has lowest arbitrage
value i.e. Rs3.24 and 7800pe has Rs 16.53 . I can buy
8050pe and sell 7800pe for a gain of Rs16.53-Rs. 3.24=
Rs13.29.
You can also form any strategy of your choice or buy
the option having very less over value. If the arbitrage
value is –ve then you need to understand that fare value
more as compare to the traded value. Hence the options
trading at discount or options are cheaper as that point of
time. Same way id the arbitrage value is +ve then the option
is trading at premium or options are overpriced.

16. How to do pair trade using smart IT ?
Pair trading is a process of buying the cheaper stock and
selling the costly stock simultaneously in future segment to
benefit from all kind of market condition .
a. What is pair trading?
b. How to choose pair of stocks for trading?
c. Important Statistical parameters for pair trade.
d. Trade initiation process
e. Position protection and profit estimation and exit process
f. All mathematical formulas associated with pair trading.
a. What is pair trading?
Definition: when two correlated stocks are chosen for the trade
with market neutral approach then the trading method known as
pair trading.
Example: icici bank and hdfc bank both in the private banking
sector and has close similarity in the business model.
b. How to choose pair of stocks for trading?
1. Both the stocks must be from the same industry.
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2. Stocks must be a component of a sectorial index.
3. Stocks must have a close correlation in business model and
business structure.
4. Technical parameters
a. The volatility in annual terms for the pair must not defer by
50%
b. The high volatile stock must be the dominating partner in the
pair
c. correlation coefficient must exit either in +ve or –ve zone
d. spread difference must show some correction.
c. Important Statistical parameters for pair trade.
1. Correlation – statistical parameter gives value between -1 to
+1. Positive correlation means both the stocks in the pair moving
in the same direction,–ve means both are moving in opposite
direction, 0 means both are moving randomly. Ideal correlation
is +/- 0.6018
2. Alpha, Beta – This two calculation is required to calculate the
below ratios.
3. Ratios – a. Jensen's alpha. b. sharp ratio c. Trey nor ratio
Above ratios are required to identify the expensive and cheaper
stock
d. Trade initiation process: Pair trade is initiated by the way of
purchasing the cheaper stock and by selling the costly stock.
When the trade will be initiated?
1. If the current spread is above or below 2% of the mean spread.
2. If the correlation changed from + ve to – ve or vice versa.
3. If the correlation increase or decrease by 50% from its
previous recorded data.
4. If the beta shows decoupling nature.
e. Position protection and profit estimation and exit process
Once the pair trade initiated, the position must be protected by
using the options. The process of involving the options must be
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taken from the volatility study. Profit estimation and exit process:
Book partial profit once the price spread approach the mean
spread. Book full profit once the price spread move 10%
Above the mean spread.
f. All mathematical formulas associated with pair trading.
J-Alpha = return on the stock 1-(interest rate+ stock beta*(return
on stock 2-interest rate)
Sharp Ratio : (Return given by the stock – Risk free interest
rate)/ annual volatility
Trey nor Ratio (Reward to volatility): (return on stock – risk free
interest)/ beta of the stock. Lower the ratio stock is cheaper and
higher the ratio stock is costly.
Alpha = Sum(Y)/N-[past N days Beta X sum(X)/N ]
Beta = (N X sum (XY) – (sum(X) X sum(Y)))/ (N X sum(X^2)(sum(X))^2)
Alpha: If the stock x-y has positive alpha then x is overpriced. If
x-y has negative alpha then x is under priced.
Beta : if beta of a stock is –ve then it will move in the opposite
direction of its pear company. If beta is +ve then both will move
in the same direction. If beta is 0 then both stock does not have
any relationship.
Our pair trade analyser software fetch the data and do all
calculation automatically as given below.
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The above analysis gives you the 1st hand information about the
above discussed formulas.
2nd part of the analysis window which is given below gives
information about whether the trade is recommended in the pairs
or not.
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Above analysis done on 1st September 2015 at 12.15 p.m.
recommends buy the axis and sell the bank nifty at price at
17195 and 510.50.
While entering the intraday trade you need to enter in current
price and hedge the long position with put long or out of money
call short and vice versa for short future if the correlation
parameter recommends trade with option hedge.
In pair trade positional analysis same protocol of hedging is
followed. The entry is made at the current price and the minimum
number of days one can hold the trade is 3 days and maximum
10 days.
In pair trade no stop loss is followed and it is hard to calculate
the profit and loss. However if the position is used with option
hedge then we can easily calculate the profit and loss. Below
given the positional pair trade calculation.
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In the above positional analysis of BANKNIFTY-ICICIBANK
PAIR out of 4 analysis pertaining to BUY and SELL. 3analysis
recommends buy ICICI one recommends BUY BANKNIFTY
hence you can accept majority view. Price spread analysis
recommends in this condition one can enter the trade with buy
Icici and sell bank nifty. Correlation analysis recommends if the
trade is entered then it is better to hedge the position with the
option.
17. How to do commodity trade?
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